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Platform for Healthcare
SAFEGUARDING WHAT MATTERS MOST™

"We in clinical
engineering aren't
cybersecurity
specialists, we're patient
care specialists. 

Cylera's technology
enables us to stay
focused on our patients,
and help IT keep our
medical devices
cybersafe and
operational."

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

— Cylera Customer,
Northeast U.S.

Healthcare System

SOLUTION BRIEF

Cylera - Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE)
Integration 
Assuring Secure Identity and Network 
Admission Control Services for Healthcare

The Challenge

Network Admission Control (NAC) solutions are key to ensuring that only
authorized users and devices are granted access to network resources.
However, in healthcare and clinical settings, they lack the depth of insight
and context required to fully identify all connected IoT and clinical
medical devices (IoMT) to appropriately enforce protective security
policies for users and device access control.

Why is that? Many IoT and IoMT devices are not designed to be network-
managed and as unmanaged devices, NAC systems have extremely
limited visibility into the necessary details that inform suitable action.
NAC systems also cannot verify these types of devices' software,
firmware and other details necessary to accurately enforce access and
clinical security policies. 

Even though NAC solutions can enable preventative protection, and
enforce efficient authorization and segmentation policies, they require
more details and indicators as to why and under what clinical conditions
should these systems take specified action. This requires behavioral
analytics, baseline device profiling, and an understanding of clinical
requirements.

When factored against the range of manufacturers, device and model
types, specialized and proprietary protocols, and very little
documentation to work with, it's clear that an integration with a system
system such as Cylera's can make all the difference through clinical risk
assessment capabilities and creation of granular policies to restrict and
allow the right access for the right users at the right times to protect
healthcare networks and achieve optimal patient care.



Integration Highlights

The Integrated Solution

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

Cylera has partnered with Cisco to deliver patented techniques and clinical context into its Cisco NAC
product, Identity Services Engine (ISE). Cylera's healthcare-centric IoT and IoMT cybersecurity blends
intimate knowledge of clinical IoT and IoMT behavior, protocols, and medical workflows, patient care,
safety, and privacy considerations with Cisco's networking and cybersecurity expertise. 

Our joint customers using the Cylera integration can trust that clinical and healthcare professionals can
focus on patient care while Cylera will provide healthcare IT teams that administer Cisco ISE with enriched
visibility and advanced features to allow IT to easily and seamlessly create and sync error-free policies to
ISE. Admins can opt for either manual or automated means of accepting Cylera's policies. 

The Cylera platform delivers an array of capabilities: asset identification and management, network analysis,
risk assessment, network segmentation, threat detection and intelligence, and fleet utilization and
optimization. All of these capabilities are undergirded by unique, patented technologies - Adaptive Datatype
Analysis™ and IoT Device Emulation Engine™, plus Cylera Labs' proprietary threat intelligence database. 

What's Unique about Cylera?

Cylera detects threats and suspicious or high-risk activity with IoT, IoMT, and IT/OT devices. It and can
allow administrators to create Cisco TrustSec and dACL/SGACL policies in expected Cisco ISE policy
format, and automatically sync with ISE to take protective measures such as restrict access if needed.
The policy creation alone can save hours of time and limit the potential for human error in building the
policies exactly as needed for accurate enforcement.



Maximize Cisco ISE investments
with Cylera by achieving identity
management, access control, and 
 across the whole healthcare
enterprise, including IoT and IoMT
devices 

Integrated Solution Benefits  

Integration Highlights

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

Cylera’s sensor passively monitors network traffic, discovers and profiles
IoT, IoMT, and IT/OT assets with zero disruption to patient care services and
normal device operations. 
New and updated IoT and IoMT device identification from Cylera is fed into
the ISE dashboard, updating its device inventory with granular device
information based in deep clinical understanding of operational norms,
workflows and risks.
From within the Cylera Management Console, administrators can create
Cisco TrustSec or dACL/SGACL policies and automatically sync with Cisco
ISE as seen in the image below.

Cylera’s sensor is easily deployed to monitor network traffic through
SPAN or Tap ports on a switch. Connectivity to Cisco ISE and data
sharing is through Cisco’s Platform Exchange Grid (pxGrid). The Cylera
Management Console can be placed within data center IT NOC/SOC, or
within Clinical Engineering.

How it Works

Once the policy is sync'd, the Cisco Management Console will display the
Cylera policies as shown below.

Zero-touch, no disruption to
physical devices or patient care
services, through Cylera passive,
patented techniques 

Seamless integration with
policy creation, sync with ISE,
and Cisco screen views all
accessible from the Cylera
Management Console without
requiring extra services or
backend programming. 

Save time, know IoT and IoMT
assets, reduce human error,
create and modify Cisco
TrustSec and dACL/SGACL
policies quickly and without error

Unlike others, there no cost for
the integrated solution, included
in standard Cylera Platform.
Neither is there a need for back-
end professional services cost

AHA Preferred Cybersecurity
Provider Cylera is the only
vendor in its category as of 2021
to receive certification by the
American Hospital Association



Founded in late 2017, and headquartered in New York, Cylera is the leading edge in
healthcare IoT, IoMT, and OT cybersecurity and intelligence. The Cylera Platform is a
centralized cybersecurity solution that secures the entire connected healthcare IoT
environment from the enterprise side to medical devices providing patient care
services. Cylera’s patented technology delivers unique IoT device emulation, adaptive
datatype analysis, and proprietary Cylera Labs global threat intelligence. Unlike many,
Cylera is fully context-aware for use by IT and clinical engineering for asset
identification and management, network analysis, risk assessment, network
segmentation, threat detection and intelligence, and fleet optimization. Cylera delivers
the strongest, most advanced healthcare IoT and medical device cybersecurity risk
management solution for the industry. www.cylera.com 
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Integration Highlights

Summary
Organizations will maximize their Cisco ISE investment and achieve full
visibility across the whole healthcare enterprise with intimate understanding
of the IoT and IoMT devices on their healthcare networks. 

The Cylera integration is resource-efficient, clinically-aware way to create,
modify, and enforce policies that protect and prevent against unauthorized
access, validates identity and monitors for inappropriate or malicious
activity. 

Cylera's Cisco ISE integration comes within the standard Cylera Platform at no
cost and is fully supported. It requires no extra steps or professional services
on the backend to deliver a seamless experience for users.
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Learn More About Cylera
www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - To get answers to your
questions
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an
efficient demo highlighting what you want to
know

partners@cylera.com - For exploration into
joining Cylera's Momentum Partner Program

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_


